
                                                              

 

          SOSHITE CHICHI NI NARU (LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON) is a February, 2016 

LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage 

United Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s 

review of that film. 

 

16 of a possible 20 points                                              **** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

 

Japan   2013   color   121 minutes   subtitled live action feature drama  

Fuji Television Network, Inc. / Gaga Corporation / Wild Bunch Sales / MPR 

Media Group / Amuse Inc. / Sundance Selects   Producers: Kaoru Matsuzaki, 

Hijiri Taguchi, Megumi Osawa 

 

Points: 

2          Direction: Hirokazu Kore-eda* 

1          Editing: Hirokazu Kore-eda 

2          Cinematography: Mikiya Takimoto 

            Still Photography: Mikiya Takimoto 

1          Lighting: Norikiyo Fujii 

2          Written by: Hirokazu Kore-eda* 

            Music Direction: Keiko Shinozaki 

            Music Recording and Mixer: Akihiko Ono  

1          Music: Junichi Matsumoto, Takashi Mori, Takashi Matsubara, 

             Johann Sebastian Bach, Edvard Grieg, Johann Burgmuller, and 

             Inoue Takashi 



2           Art Direction: Kazuheri Hattori      

             Production Design: Keiko Mitsumatsu       

             Set Decoration: Akiko Matsuba 

             Make—up: Hiromi Momose, Narumi Furukawa 

2           Sound: Yutaka Tsurumaki, Akihiko Okase, Miyuki Horiuchi 

             Casting: Toshio Tabata 

2           Acting 

1           Creativity 

16 total points 

 

Cast: Masaharu Fukuyama* (Ryota Nonomiya, a dad), Machiko Ono* 

(Midori Nonomiya, Ryota’s wife, a mom), Yôko Maki*  

(Yukari Saiki, Yudai’s wife, a mom), Rirî Furanki (Yudai Saiki, a dad), 

Jun Fubuki (Nohoku Nonomiya, Grandma, mother of Ryota), 

Shôgen Hwang (j) (Ryusei Saiki, a six-year-old boy), 

Kirin Kiki (Riko Ishizeki, Midori’s mom), Jun Kunimura*  

(Kazushi Kamiyama, Ryota’s boss), Isao Natsuyagi  

(Ryosuke Nonomiya, Grandpa, Ryota’s dad), 

Keita Ninomiya (j) (Keita Nonomiya, a six-year-old boy), Hiroshi Okochi 

(Chuji Orima), Yuri Nakamura* (Nurse), Arata Iura (Butterfly collector), 

Tetsushi Tanaka* (Ryota’s attorney), others 

 

     SOSHITE CHICHI NI NARU (LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON) just may be the 

most profound and universal of director Hirokazu Kore-eda’s films to date. It 

produces an enormous emotional wallop despite consistent underplaying of 

drama. Based loosely on a real incident of baby-swapping in rural Japan 

some forty or fifty years earlier, the plot line follows the aftermath of its 

belated discovery as two unrelated families find their lives intertangled 

through meddling of a complete stranger. 

     Many years previous to onscreen action a distraught neonatal nurse 

experiencing stepchild resistance vented her frustrations on an affluent, 

seemingly happy family about to obtain its first and only child. She 

exchanged the newborn Nonomiya boy with another at her hospital. The 

substitute belonged to a considerably poorer clan. Only when pre-school 

blood tests reveal no connection between six-year-old Keita Nonomiya and 

his nominal parents does the crime become apparent. 

     Meanwhile, the Nonomiya spouses have been largely content with the 

child they brought home. Keita is obedient, eager to please, polite, shy, 

orderly. He lodges no protests about frequent paternal absence from home, 



getting quite adequate love and attention from doting “mom.” The boy is 

well-adapted to father Ryota’s business-before-pleasure policies. More so 

than Midori, who reluctantly acts as family super-parent, attempting to be  

both maternal and paternal model.  

     Ryota, coming from a household where money scarcity was omnipresent, 

intently pursues a chimera of financial security, determined not to repeat the 

gambling wastefulness of his own dad. More means better. Hard work and 

probable overtime pay will guarantee a contented, blissful existence for 

himself and two dependents. He’s an engine driving constantly forward, 

clearing a path for future lofty construction. His son will follow that lead with 

distinction and unquestionable respectability. Sending him to pre-

kindergarten cram school is a blatant indicator of worse pressures to come.  

     When Keita reports a non-existent camping trip and father-son kite flying 

experience to gullible interviewers at an exclusive primary school, neither 

Midori nor Ryota interject the truth. Gaining entry into an institution for 

offspring of upwardly mobile families is more important than honesty to 

them.  

     In contrast, their natural son has been raised in an environment of 

economic stringency and overabundant tolerance. Yudai Saiki ekes out a 

living performing minor repairs on machinery, an ideal vocation from a 

child’s standpoint. He can fix almost anything a reckless youngster can 

damage.  

     What he can’t do is plan ahead or feed intellectual curiosity of three 

preschoolers. Yudai has deficiencies of money and organization. When 

opportunity arises to eliminate one problem by cashing in on a lawsuit 

against the negligent hospital where Ryusei had been born, Yudai and wife 

Yukara are eager to collect a proposed windfall. With such a large potential 

influx of cash, who knows what could result? They might even be able to 

afford a fourth miniature Saiki. 

     Once Nonomiyas and Saikis are made aware of each other’s mutual 

difficulty, the families meet to become better acquainted. 

     Ryota is negatively impressed by Saiki sloppiness. They live in the wrong 

kind of neighborhood, probably listen to the wrong kind of music, make do 

with cheap, non-designer clothes and lots of bland, precooked food from 

take-outs. Indeed, Mrs. Saiki works as a deliverer in one such establishment. 

Definitely not prime resume material.  

     At least on paper, Mr. and Mrs. Nonomiya have all the advantages.  

     Then why do the Saikis resist Ryota’s offer to foster Ryusei, pitting love, 

poverty and informality against discipline and nurturing? Surely the latter is 



a superior combination. They would still retain just as many heirs as the 

Nonomiyas even after Ryusei’s departure. 

     Mr. Kore-eda must have been fully aware the true hinge in this situation is 

Ryota. If he cannot accept a child’s actual personality, regardless of social 

class or consanguinity, and reinforce natural talents, then there is nothing to 

be gained by granting him custody of any son or daughter. His failing is not  

spending too little time at home. It is in pressing for conformity to an ideal 

created solely from his own interests and character. Any custodial guardian 

using that regimen to educate and develop an unfolding personality is 

headed for eventual revolt from below and familial disaster. 

     Perhaps the most telling incident is not when Ryota inspects photographs 

taken by his misidentified son, but the scene where he confronts an angry 

adolescent determined to defend his mother, however wrong she is 

perceived to be in the eyes of others. It is patent to the man Keita would 

never, under any circumstance, oppose himself so forcefully against a 

strange adult to uphold the honor of a parent. His fatal perceived weakness, 

appreciation of others as individuals, would prevent it.  

     Teru, though, is stubborn, autocratic, independent. Exactly what Ryota 

wants his own son to be.  

     Teru is also the child he will never have, no matter what exchange is made 

or not made with the Saikis. 

     So as the film wanders slowly to its tranquil conclusion, the central issue 

is not who will get what boy. It is whether Ryota is capable of learning to 

accept individual differences and value them. 

     Counterposed to his emphasis on rigidity and perfectionism are behaviors 

of the two women equally flustered by unexpected calamity. Yukari and 

Midori are compassionate, tolerant of human weaknesses, mostly impervious 

to attacks through gossipy innuendo. Each is responsible and empathetic, 

proud of accomplishments their children display, willing to wait for maturity 

in offspring rather than rush it. The women see clearly imperfections in their 

mates. Flawlessness is not, however, a quality they esteem. These motherly 

wives can live with the ordinary and make it unique in their own eyes, a 

virtue effectively transmitted to preschoolers under their supervision. 

     Which pattern of child-rearing will prevail? Which should? 

     Screenplay and acting are formidable highlights of this quietly moving 

film.  

     Most remarkable of many distinguished performances are Machiko Ono’s 

conflicted Midori Nonomiya, Tetsushi Tanaka’s tolerantly unhurried attorney, 



Yuri Nakamura’s belatedly apologetic nurse, and Jun Kunimura’s perceptive 

and humane Kazushi Ueyama, ideal workplace boss. 

     Great care has been taken by Mr. Kore-eda to sculpt a script with 

authentic child dialogue, a full spectrum of definitions about what 

constitutes a family and dispassionate exposure of character motivations. 

Directorial viewpoint resists transparent identification through its lines. 

Equally absent are overbearing signals indicating how viewers ought to 

react. Audiences may cheer or boo whomever they ultimately choose to side 

with. Or even remain neutral, undecided, inclined to think the dilemma posed 

here has no simple solution. Life is not necessarily a neatly gift-wrapped 

package with no hanging threads. 

     Editing mainly consists of blackout transitions compellinging attention to 

minute gestures and variables of intonation. Silences inflate in potency, a 

trait characteristic of Kore-eda, Malick, Erice, and Olmi.  

     A decision to underlie the narrative with Johann Sebastian Bach’s 

Goldberg Variations is further reinforced by icy Glenn Gould mechanics, 

playing Bach with inexorable logic and complete absence of passion, totally 

harmonious with Ryota’s heartless approach to human relationships 

throughout most of the story. 

     As unobtrusive as surging, yet repressed, waves of feeling hiding here is 

Mikiya Takimoto’s precise cinematography, appearing roughshod and 

disorderly in scenes focussing on the Saiki household, transforming into 

elegant, clutter-free compositions when examining the Nonomiya residence. 

Since Ryota’s point-of-view is privileged by the screenplay, Takimoto 

augments it with slow camera movements to precise destinations, 

interspersed with fixations sometimes whimsically combined with family 

digital photography by Saikis and Nonomiyas themselves. 

     Exemplary production design opposes upper class order to natural 

rambling. It incorporates brilliantly artificial Christmas hubbub in 

metropolitan stores and food courts on one hand, natural serenity of beach 

and stream on the other, doing full justice to both. 

     Subdued lighting, while appropriate to the context, is more functional 

than praiseworthy. 

     Quite a different tale is the sound recording, which captures every nuance 

of voice while eliminating all diegetic noise unrelated to atmosphere. 

     The IFC dvd release includes a two-minute theatrical trailer, English 

subtitles and a chapter index. 

     Thanks to http://asianwiki.com/Like_Father_Like_Son. for information 

about performer-character matches.  

http://asianwiki.com/Like_Father_Like_Son


     SOSHITE CHICHI NI NARU is highly recommended for ages ten and up as 

a thoughtful, subdued exploration of family dynamics and tensions. It would 

make particularly appropriate screening on the weekends of Mother’s Day or 

Father’s Day. Or both.          

      


